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Similarities (Zombies vs. Queer Community)

● bodies have an illicit expression/unconventional relationship to the world
● liminality of their tenuous societal positions/citizenship
● contagious - infect others through contact (HIV/AIDS, “converting” others, 

etc.)
● search for an antidote



The Metaphor

● Zombies = Oppressed/”Othered” Social Group
● Therefore, zombies can be seen as a metaphor for the queer community
● Also can be seen as a reflection of failing advanced capitalism & the 

neoliberal state, and the chaos of society without conformity, creating fears 
over new conceptions of life and death



Zombies & Reproduction/Gender

● By most interpretations, zombies behave the same way and do not have 
gender roles
○ Male and female zombies both relate to the world in the same way: insatiable hunger

● Zombies resist a gendered gaze
● Any zombie can reproduce, regardless of sex
● Zombies’ reproduction is more destructive than it is productive - kills people, 

destroys society, etc.
● Queerness/zombies jeopardize the futuristic innocence of the child in its 

“fatal lure of sterile, narcissistic enjoyments understood as inherently 
destructive of meaning and responsible for the undoing of social 
organization”



Coexistence?
● Poststructural feminist scholars ask the question “why must zombies be 

separate from humans” - can these groups coexist?
● Implications of assimilating zombies w/ the humans

○ Erases zombie culture/expects zombies to change to accommodate the structures and 
functions of human society

● Connection to homonormativity
○ Creates a conception of the “good zombie” in which zombies must cover as humans, like the 

homonormative “good queer”
○ Zombies that defy society’s structure and norms are “bad zombies,” like “bad queers”

● “Warm Bodies” = a movie/book in which humans and zombies attempt to 
understand each other and coexist, even involving a love story between a 
human and a zombie



Representing Minorities in Zombie Media

● zombies fulfill the role of the “other”/”monster”
● very few people of color, less women, less queer people, tons of straight 

white men
● manifestation of white anxiety due to the instability of western capitalism 

and hegemony during the apocalypse
● characters of color are racialized, women of color are masculinized

○ Selena (28 Days Later) - carries a machete, rough personality
○ Michonne (The Walking Dead) - primitive/sexualized relationship implying her body is illicit

● overall...representation for minorities is heavily lacking in zombie media



Non-Western Zombie Films

● “Wild Zero”
○ romance between a man and a trans woman
○ true love transcends the zombie vs. human boundary
○ challenges toxic masculinity in Japanese culture

● “The Discarnates”
○ very little gore or cannibalism

● “Stacy”
○ zombies are fetishized pre-teen girls; men are instructed to kill them
○ female oppression under male aggression
○ queerness of defying gender roles - rather than turning into “good wives” they become 

uncontrollable zombies who resist patriarchal norms



Otto (2008)
● Directed by Bruce LaBruce

○ Canadian artist and filmmaker
○ Filmmaking style is “marked by a blend of explicitly pornographic depictions of sex with 

more conventional narrative and filmmaking techniques, as well as an interest in extreme 
topics which mainstream audiences might dismiss as shocking or disturbing taboos.”

○ Associated with the New Queer Cinema movement (though he rejects this and associates 
himself more with the queercore movement)

○ “Continuity is bourgeois”

● Plot: Medea, a filmmaker, interviews Otto, a gay zombie, for a documentary 
she’s making called “Up With Dead People.” Otto has amnesia about his life 
as a human so can’t remember anything, but snippets come back as he 
discovers a wallet with information about his old life and his human 
boyfriend, Rudolf. The plot of Medea’s film is about a zombie rebellion.



Otto’s Queerness

● normally the metaphor is zombie=queer, 
living=heterosexual...but Otto complicates 
this by literally zombifying Otto’s queerness

● Otto can’t fit in with the queer community
● struggle to fit into urban society parallels the struggle of young queers
● “shattered fantasy of heterosexuality”
● overall Otto is not just a metaphor for queerness or a critique of 

homophobia...but a critique of homonormativity and advanced capitalism



Critique on Homonormativity & Capitalism

● highlights and denounces the “mass-mediated queer consumer lifestyle” 
because it deflects attention from still-marginalized queerness
○ queer rights groups are more focused on getting recognition under a heteronormative 

society than changing/challenging that society

● queer humans put Otto down to lift themselves up and not to be the most 
“othered” group of society

● Medea sees Otto as a zombified representation of the effects of late-stage 
capitalism on society



Zombification & Mental Illness

● Otto’s zombification could also been seen as a metaphor for his mental 
illness
○ “a psychiatric symptom rather than a supernatural occurrence”

● Medea & Fritz disagree over whether or not Otto really thinks he is a zombie
● a man that Otto has seemingly murdered is not dead and seems to wake up
● Otto’s ex-boyfriend says that he “looks good” despite looking zombified
● though people on the street sometimes ridicule or even assault him, they 

don’t seem afraid of him or to think he is a zombie
● revealed that Otto has “eating disorders, melancholia, and schizophrenia”



Ending of Medea’s Film

● Otto: “you don’t have to worry about dying if you are already dead”
● Medea’s film concludes with a zombie orgy in which all of the men put aside 

thoughts of contagion, death, etc. and let everything go
● zombieism as a queer fantasy post-AIDS crisis

○ “demystifies the threat of death”
○ doesn’t leave the viewer with any hope for the future; just ends on a “high” note of craving & 

pleasure which is possibly apocalyptic
○ unwillingness to accept a desexualized or sanitized version of queer culture/sex
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